
Alpine skis VOLKL-RISE UP 82 FLAT +SKINS + ALPINIST DEMO 10 90MM BLACK

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
163 cm 761894 821264704660 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 1097.99 € s DPH

Description

Volkl brand skis. Sporty and light skialp model with 3D radius cut for all skiers who emphasize climbing. When you
focus on climbing but are still looking for a ski with great riding performance, you should try the Voelk Rise Up 82.
For the first time, Völkl uses a 3D Radius cut derived from their freeride and all-mountain skis like the Kanjo or
Diacon. This design combines three different radii that are seamlessly connected to each other along the entire
length of the ski. This adjusts the behavior of the curve by the dominant radius of the strip depending on the angle
of the edges.

The result is smooth running at high speeds and significant tip resistance in rougher snow conditions, especially off-
piste. Tourlite Hybrid-Woodcore allows us to produce very light skis while providing reliable downhill performance.
Skialp skis Rise Up 82 are of course also equipped with the Smart Skinclip system, which is compatible with the new
Tech Fiber and Smart Glue skins.

Product details:

Cutting: 124.6-82-105.4
Radius with a ski length of 163 cm: 23m/ 14m / 20m
Radius: with a ski length of 177 cm: 29m/ 17m / 24m
Full Sidewall
3D Radius Sidecut
Smart Skinclip System
Tourlite Hybrid Woodcore
Base P-Tex 2100
Tip Rocker
Weight: 1.081 g for skis with a size of 163 cm

Binding is included in the price of the skis.

Binding Alpinist DEMO 10
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Brand new ultralight and durable ski binding with a large platform to adjust the correct length of the sole. Binding
offers a range from 255 mm to 365 mm. You don't need any tools to adjust the sole length. In addition, Alpinist
DEMO 10 covers the most used DIN range, especially for beginners and testers. The advantage is a light
construction and a pre-assembled 90 mm brake. Easy to get on, carbon-reinforced toe. The heel is equipped with a
climbing aid with an angle of 0°, 5° and 9° and allows super convenient switching between hike and ride mode.

Technical binding parameters:

Sole length range 255-365 mm
Only 510 g / binding
Alpinist 10 Demo available with 90mm brake

Rise Up 82 skins

The new optimized Smart Glue technology combines reliable adhesion with easy handling.

• 2-layer Fiber Seal construction without cotton repels water, prevents wrinkling and allows the strips to dry faster

• Belts are laser cut for a precise and robust contour

• The mixture of materials - 70% mohair and 30% nylon is a perfect combination for gliding

• The Smart Clip system allows the skier to put on or take off the straps in both directions depending on the
situation

Note: Installation of ski bindings free of charge
http://www.exisport.com/sk/content/7-montaz-lyziarskeho-vizaenia
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